Abstract: Quantitative structure-retention relationship (QSRR) analysis is a useful technique capable of relating chromatographic retention time to the chemical structure of a solute. Using the sub-structural molecular fragments (SMF) derived directly from the molecular structures, the gas chromatographic relative retention times (RRTs) of 209 polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) on the SE-54 stationary phase were calculated. An eight-variable regression equation with the correlation coefficient of 0.9945 and the root mean square errors of 0.0134 was developed. Forward and backward stepwise regression variable selection and multi-linear regression analysis (MLRA) are combined to describe the effect of molecular structure on the RRT of PCB according to the QSRR method. To quantitatively relate RRT with the molecular structure MLR analysis is performed on the set of 163 sub-structural molecular fragments (SMF) provided by the ISIDA software. The eight fragments selected by variable subset selection, all belonging to the sub-fragments, adequately represent the structural factors influencing the affinity of PCB to SE-54 stationary phase in the separation process. Finally, a QSRR model is selected based on leave-one-out cross-validation and its prediction ability is further tested on 42 representative compounds excluded from model calibration. The prediction results from the MLR model are in good agreement with the experimental values. By applying the MLR method we can predict the test set with squared cross validated correlation coefficient (Q 2 ext ) of 0.9913 and root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.0169.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) that were widely used in industry as dielectric fluids in transformers and capacitors, as hydraulic and heat transfer fluids, and as plasticizers, are now of concern as prevalent, persistent, and toxic pollutants [1, 2] . PCB produced widespread global contamination of water and soil and bio-accumulated in food chains due to their high hydrophobicity and chemical stability [3, 4] . The following examples emphasize the importance of bioaccumulation of PCB and their high impact on different aspects of the biosphere pollution. Contamination of surface soil by PCB remains a serious problem in Dalian, Liaoning Province, China [5] . Not only are surface soils exposed to PCB contamination, but various aquatic species are endangered as well used isotope dilution HRGC/HRMS method to determine polybrominated/chlorinated biphenyls (Co-PXB) in 18 different Japanese fish fillets [6] . The eggs of San Francisco Bay aquatic birds contain high PCB concentrations [7] . PCB congeners are adversely affecting sediments and the crab population density in mangroves near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [8] . PCB concentration can be used to assess risks related to the exposure to other persistent bio-accumulative and toxic compounds. Mori et al. [9] showed that the total PCB concentration in human blood is potentially a reliable indicator of the total dioxin concentration, which is of special concern in Japan because of the Kanemi Yusho tragedy [10] . Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a class of discrete or-ganic compounds with one to ten chlorine atoms attached to a biphenyl nucleus and a general chemical formula of C 12 H 10−n Cl n , where n = 1 ÷ 10 [11] . A general chemical structure of polychlorinated biphenyls is shown in Fig. 1 . The composition of PCBs is summarized in Tab. 1 [12] . PCBs are hydrophobic compounds with low volatility, and the highly chlorinated ones have poor water solubility. Moreover, they are resistant to acids, bases, and (generally) environmental degradation processes. They are, therefore, highly persistent in the environment. A series of properties and activities of PCBs have been investigated by QSPR/QSAR modeling: aqueous solubility [13] , gas/particle partitioning in the atmosphere [14] , photo degradation half-life in n-hexane solution under UV irradiation [15] , n-octanol/water partition coefficients [16, 17] , vaporization [18, 19] , and sublimation enthalpy [20] . The retention time of PCB congeners has also been previously investigated and reported [21] [22] [23] [24] . Due to the need to control the PCBs level in the environment, one of the most commonly used methods for their analysis in environmental samples is gas chromatography coupled with an electron-capture detector, because of its high sensitivity toward halogenated compounds [25, 26] , but easy identification of individual congeners remains unresolved for the moment [27, 28] . Retention in chromatography is the result of a competitive distribution process of the solute between mobile and stationary phases, in which the partitioning of the solute between these phases is largely determined by the molecular structure. Based on this approach, many authors have described multiple regression models for predicting gaschromatographic relative retention time [RRT] on a SE-54 stationary phase using different kinds of molecular descriptors [29] [30] [31] . A range of empirical and semi-empirical tools have been developed for the prediction of retention behavior of different classes of compounds under various chromatographic conditions. Many of these predictive models fall into the category of quantitative structure-retention relationships (QSRR) which derive relationships between chromatographic parameters and molecular structure properties (descriptors) of the analytes. These quantitative structure property relationships (QSPR) are generally used to correlate the biological, chemical, or physical property of a compound with its physico-chemical characteristics. In some of our previous papers, we reported on the application of QSPR techniques to develop a new, simplified approach to prediction of compound properties [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . For the first time we applied the sub-structural molecular fragment (SMF) method for modeling gas chromatographic relative retention times of PCBs. The goal of this study is to develop an SMF method and the related software tools to model relationships between the structure of 209 polychlorinated biphenyls and their relative retention times on the SE-54 stationary phase. This method is based on to represent a molecule by its fragments and on to calculate their contributions to a given property. It uses two types of fragments: (i) the sequences of atoms and/or bonds (atom and/or bond paths up to specified maximal length) and (ii) "augmented" represented by a selected atom and/or bonds with its environment. In fact, it represents an extension of empirical methods used to calculate physical or chemical properties of molecules using atomic or bond increments.
II. DATA AND METHODS
To undertake QSRR studies two kinds of input data are needed. One is a set of quantitatively comparable retention data (dependent variable) for a sufficiently large (for the statistical reason) set of analytes. The other is a set of quantities (independent variables) assumed to account for structural differences among the studied analytes. Through the use of chemometric computational techniques, retention parameters are characterized in terms of various descriptors of analytes (and/or their combinations) or in terms of systematic knowledge extracted (learnt) from these descriptors. To obtain statistically significant and physically meaningful QSRR, reliable input data are required and a stringent mathematical analysis must be carried out. The great advantage of the QSRR analysis over other quantitative structure property relationship studies is that chromatography can readily produce a large amount of relatively precise and reproducible data. In a chromatographic process all conditions may be kept constant and hence the structure of an analyte becomes the single independent variable in the system. The QSRR model for the estimation of the RRT of PCB congeners is established in the following six steps: the molecular structure input and generation of the files containing the chemical structures is stored in a computer-readable format; quantum mechanics geometry is optimized with a semi-empirical (AM1) method; sub-structural molecular fragments are computed; molecular fragments are selected; and the molecular fragments -RRT model is generated by the multi-linear regression analysis (MLRA), and statistical approval techniques and prediction analysis.
II. 1. Data set
The relative response times of all PCBs obtained by using temperature-programmed, high resolution gas chromatography on a capillary column of SE-54 (Methyl 5% Phenyl 
II. 2. Computer Hardware and Software
All calculations were run on a Dell Inspiron N5010 laptop computer with Intel R Core T M i7 processor with Windows 7 operating system.
II. 3. Computational Procedure

II. 3. 1. Sub-structural Molecular Fragments
The ISIDA/QSPR program realizes the sub-structural molecular fragments (SMF) method [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] which is based on the splitting of a molecular graph on fragments (subgraphs) and on the calculation of their contributions to a given property Y. Two classes of fragments are used: "sequences" (I) and "augmented" (II). Three sub-types AB, A and B are defined for each class. For fragments I, they represent sequences of atoms and bonds (AB), of atoms only (A), or of bonds only (B). The shortest or all paths from one atom to the other are used. For each type of sequences, the minimal (n min ) and maximal (n max ) number of constituted atoms must be defined. Thus, for the partitioning I (AB, n min − n max ), I (A, n min -n max ) and I (B, n min -n max ), the program generates "intermediate" sequences involving n atoms (n min ≤ n ≤ n max ). In the current version of ISIDA/QSPR, n min ≥ 2 and n max ≤ 15. An "augmented" represents a selected atom with its environment including both neighboring atoms and bonds (AB), or atoms only (A, without taking hybridization of neighbors into account, or Hy, where hybridization of neighbors is accounted for), or bonds only (B).
II. 3. 2. Variable Selection Procedures
The generated pool of descriptors is generally much larger than the number of compounds in the training set; therefore procedures for selecting variables should be applied to build statistically significant multi-linear regressions. In ISIDA, a combination of forward and backward stepwise variable selection procedures is used. 1). Filtering stage. The program eliminates variables X i which have small correlation coefficient with the property, R y,i < R 0 y,i , and those highly correlated with other variables X j P i,j > R 2). Forward stepwise pre-selection stage. The suite of forward and backward stepwise algorithms has been used for variable pre-selection in ISIDA/QSPR studies by the variable selection suite (VSS) program. Three algorithms for forward stepwise variable selection are based on the calculations of correlation coefficients and subtractions. This is an iterative procedure, on each step of which the program selects one X i (two X i and X j or three variables X i , X j and X k ) maximizing the correlation coefficient R y,j (R y,ij or R y,ijk ) between X i (X i and X j or X i , X j and X k ) and dependent variable Y . At the first step (s = 1), the modeled property for each compound is taken as its experimental one Y s = Y . At each next step s, as the property value Y s is used residual
. is the calculated property by the one-variable (two-or three-variables) model with selected variable X i (variables X i and X j or X i , X j and X k ). This loop is repeated until the number of variables k reaches a user-defined value; in this work, k was analyzed from 0.1n to 0.9n, where n is the number of the molecules in the training set. 3). Backward stepwise selection stage. The final selection is performed using backward stepwise variable selection procedure based on the t statistic criterion. Here, the program eliminates the variables with low t i = c i /s i values, where s i is standard deviation for the coefficient c i at the i-th variable in the model. First, the program selects the variable with the smallest t < t 0 , then it performs a new fitting excluding that variable. This procedure is repeated until t ≥ t 0 for selected variables or if the number of variables reaches the user's defined value. Here, t 0 , the tabulated value of the Student's criterion is a function of the number of data points, the number of variables, and the significance level. Default value of the t 0 is 1.96; it can be analyzed from 1.96 to 3.9.
II. 3. 3. Multi-linear Regression Model
The modeled physical or chemical property Y can be quantitatively calculated accounting for contributions of fragments using linear (1) fitting equation.
where A i is a fragment a contribution, N i is the number of fragments of i type. Contributions of A i are calculated by minimizing a functional
where n is the number of compounds in the training set, w i the weight accounting for the accuracy of the experimental data, Y exp and Y calc are, respectively, experimental and calculated according to property values. The equation (1) represents calculation of property Y by using additive contributions of fragments. The coefficients of the equation (1) being optimized at the training stage are then used to estimate Y values of the compounds from the test set or to screen external databases of real or virtual compounds. Using the singular value decomposition method (SVD), ISIDA/QSPR fits the a i terms in equation (2) and calculates corresponding statistical characteristics (correlation coefficient (R), standard deviation (s), Fischer's criterion (F ), crossvalidation correlation coefficient (Q), standard deviation of predictions (S press ), Kubyni's criterion (FIT), R H -factor of Hamilton and matrix of pair correlations (covariation matrix) for the terms a i ) and performs statistical tests to select the best model. The prediction ability of the model is characterized by leave-one-out correlation coefficient Q 2 and by leave-one-out standard deviation ( SDEP ) , as well as by dispersions of predicted values of Y pred averaged over several models.
II. 3. 4. Validation of QSRR Model
In ISIDA/QSRR calculations, each initial data set was split into two sub-sets: training (167 compounds) and test (42 compounds) sets. The QSRR models were built on the training set followed by "prediction" calculations for the test set. Before a QSRR model is used to predict the properties for new compounds, it should be validated both internally and externally to ensure that the built model is robust, reliable, stable and predictive. In the current work, several statistic terms such as squared correlation coefficient R 2 for the training set fitness and Q 2 ex for the external predictive ability, leaveone-out (LOO) cross-validated Q 2 LOO and root mean square error (RMSE) were used to assess the internal and external predictive ability of the proposed model. The corresponding statistical parameters were defined as:
where i represents i th molecule, y ie is the desired output (experimental property), y ip the actual output, y icv is the output of leave-one-out cross-validation, y mean training and y mean test are the mean values of y ip for the training and test sets, respectively. N is the number of compounds in the training or test set. In addition, the built model was also validated externally using the test set compounds due to the fact that the best way to evaluate the predictive ability of a QSRR model is its validation using compounds not included in the training set with known properties.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ISIDA program has been developed to establish structure-retention relationship based on the SMF partitioning. The program inputs data in the SDF format [50] containing structural and properties information. The graphical interface of ISIDA allows to attribute data to the learning or validation sets, and to set up the parameters of calculations (type of fragments, minimal and maximal number of atoms/bonds in the sequences, type of equation). A QSRR is a mathematical relationship between a property of a chemical, in this case relative retention times, and molecular fragments of the chemical. The fragments are obtained from the structure of the chemical. First, a training set of 167 compounds is used to statistically establish the relationship between RRT and the molecular fragments. The QSRR can then be used to predict the retention times of test set (42 compounds) for which the fragments are known. Thus the fragments selected to describe this process in a QSRR should be able to describe the relative affinities of chemicals for the stationary phase. To establish relationships between the structure of PCBs and their retention times, we used the recently developed substructural molecular fragments (SMF) method which is based on the representation of the molecular graph by fragments and on the calculation of their contributions to a given property. The sequences fragments represent sequences of atoms and bonds (AB), of atoms only (A), or of bonds only (B). The length of sequences varies from 2 to 15 atoms. For any sequence containing from n min to n max atoms, all fragments of n max , n max−1 , n max−2 , . . ., n min length are considered. In this work, the I (AB, 4-6) decomposition scheme corresponds to eight sequences containing 4, 5 and 6 atoms and linking bonds are selected. To select the most relevant fragments to the RRTs, 15 groups of fragments calculated by ISIDA for each compound were used as the inputs for stepwise regression. The optimum subset size was reached when adding another fragment did not significantly improve performance of the model. Through this procedure, the 8-parameter model was selected as the best model. It can be described in Tab. 2. The quality of a QSRR model is generally expressed by its fitting ability and prediction ability, and the latter one is more important. Statistical parameters for the test set were Q 2 ext of 0.9913 and the standard deviation error of prediction (SDEP) of 0.0139. When a compound is split into constitutive fragments, the fragments contributions to the RRT or to any other physical or chemical property are calculated using linear fitting equation:
Here, A i is contribution of fragment, and N i is the number of fragments of i type. The fragments contributions as fitted coefficients in the equation (9) at the learning stage are used to predict RRT for the compounds from the validation set. The set of fragments, coefficients of the equation, standard deviations for coefficients and their t-test for equation (9) are shown in Tab. 3. The experimental, predicted and residuals data for the training set (167 compounds) and the test set (42 compounds) are shown in Tab. 4 and 5. The plot of predicted RRT and residuals versus experimental RRT of the training set and the test set are showed in Fig. 2 and 3 The statistical results of training and external validation of the model are shown in Tab. 6.
Before we begin to investigate stationary phase types and their interaction with analyte molecules, it is essential to understand the concept of molecular polarity and dipole interactions. These interactions form the basis of fundamental adsorption mechanisms that cause analyte retention in gas chromatography (GC). We also classify GC stationary phase types according to their polarity (non-polarity) and so a good understanding is very important. In GC, retention of solute molecules occurs due to stronger interaction with the stationary phase than the mobile phase. In GC, the situation is unique in that the chemical interaction with the mobile phase is very small indeed, therefore the interactions between the analyte molecules and the stationary phase are of great importance. In GC, the interaction between the analyte and stationary phase can be divided into three broad categories: dispersive interactions, dipole interactions, and hydrogen bonding.
Dispersive interactions are most difficult to describe and visualize, as they are caused by charge fluctuations that occur throughout a molecule that arise from electron/nuclei vibrations. The fluctuations are random in nature and are basically a statistical effect. Every molecule has a number of arrangements of nuclei and electrons having dipole moments that fluctuate, resulting in an overall molecular charge of zero. However, at any instant in time the dipoles are capable of interacting with other instantaneous dipoles of other molecules. Dispersive forces are ubiquitous and must arise in all molecular interactions. They can themselves occur in isolation, but are always present even when other types of interaction dominate. There are two distinctive classes of dipole-dipole interaction, those between two species containing a permanent dipole (dipole-dipole interactions) and those between a molecule possessing a permanent dipole and polarizable molecule (dipole-induced dipole interactions). Dipole-dipole interactions can be very strong and occur between molecules with permanent dipole. However, the strength of the dipoledipole interaction will far exceed any dispersive interactions that occur.
Dipole-induced dipole interactions occur when a molecule containing a permanent dipole approaches a molecule that is polarizable; most commonly these molecules would contain π-electron systems. The strength of this interaction lies between dispersive and dipole-dipole interactions.
This study shows that polar molecules (more Cl atoms) seem to be better retained onto the stationary phase than nonpolar molecules (less Cl atoms). Retention onto the stationary phase mainly dependent to Van der Waals forces (dispersive interactions) and dipole-induced dipole interactions (molecular structure-stationary phase of SE-54). Thus in the QSRR here, one sees a general increase in retention times as molecular size and molecular polarity increase, reflected in fragments. Thus in a homologous series such as the PCBs, RRT increases with increasing of Cl atoms and molecular size.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, the MLR modeling method was used to study the quantitative structure-retention relationship of RRT on SE-54 stationary phase for a PCBs data set. We can conclude that: firstly, the prediction results indicate that the multi-linear regression modeling method can improve the prediction accuracy significantly for this large data set; secondly, the models developed in this work provide an accurate model that can be used to predict the RRT from the molecular structure only. Physical adsorption onto the stationary phase mainly involves Van der Waals forces and polarity interactions. In this paper, a new QSRR model has been developed for predicting the RRT of PCBs congener from the molecular structure alone. The obtained results show that the MLR method could model the relationship between RRT and their sub-structural fragmental. By performing model validation, it can be concluded that the presented model is a valid model and can be effectively used to predict the RRT of PCBs with an accuracy approximating the accuracy of experimental RRT determination. It can be reasonably concluded that the proposed model would be expected to predict RRT for the test set for which experimental values are unknown. The main advantages of fragment descriptors lie in the simplicity of their computation, easiness of their interpretation as well as efficiency of their applications in similarity searches and SAR/QSAR/QSPR modeling.
